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Abstract : There are some factors that are influential in pulse-formation and 
pulses width of output laser pulses. In this report, we present influence of 
gain medium in the ring dye Laser, by using the semi -  classical method for 
investigating interaction of Gauss-form input pulses is calculated in detail.

1. Introduction

There are many methods for generation of ultrashort laser pulses, one of ihc most 
popular methods in almost laser laboratories and laser reseach centers is the method of
passive mode-locking using the saturable absorber inside the cavity of a dye ring Laser. We
consider , one of factors influences output laser pulse is gain medium.

2. Equation o f  d en sity  m atrix

Atomic systems in the electromagnetic field obey the Schrodinger equation:

ừ v  = ih— , (1)
a

where, the total Hamiltonian H for the system is the sum of the (isolated) atomic 

Hamiltonian H° , the field Hamiltonian H' and the atom-field interaction Hamiltonian H' 

( H' = -  n E ), with the electric-dipole momen 1.1 = -e. r )[2j:

H = H " + H ' + H ' . (2)

If the atomic system has the state vector |v|/)„ with the corresponding probability 0)„ , 
from (1) the definition of the density operator will be:

p  = Z ^ n l^ n X ^ n l  • (3)
n

We can easily determine the equation of motion of the density operator:

Ìfi-ịộ = [H,ộ] . (4)
at

Hence, the equations for the density operators matrix elements are:
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where: = (E® -  Ej)/A và Tki'.Kmn is specific bindingprobability of the system.

s ,“

hv|

3. In fluence o f  ga in  m edium  in cavity

3.1. M ethod

Suppose that, the gain medium is atomic system has 
the three- level diagram (Fig.l) and the following Fig.l. Sketch of lhrec-level systems 
approximations were used for simplification of the analysis:

Tk̂ | «  Tk and p22 = 0 (6)

So that, we have equations describes interation of pulses with gain medium from the 
equations for the density operators matrix:

‘ l '  1 f k k k k 1—k t. i f  k  k l
*  %p»42-l‘32l’23]” E--̂ kP -»oJ-

- ^ S-+Ị t  >''’23^23 ■ J “ 23 p23 E ' <7>

A afjs _ f k k 1,2P32

where: n = n P33 : population of level k.

n : population density.
nk0 : Population in the balance of thermo- dynamics state.

Using: (’ 23 = ̂ 23 e '">23 = ^23 and

1 i<kz+«>T t)
E(z,t) = - A Le L +CC

and replacing (8) into a system of equations (7), one obtain:

= o kn kFL (ơk is absorption cross-section in the gain medium),

f /  11 /2  2 where: F l = ° ! -----|Aj I (photon density).
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The expressions (9) with Tk2i «  Tk can integrated over the length of the gain medium 
(L) (with: F| (0,x) is initial photon density, F|, (J,t) final photon density of the gain medium):

nkEL (0,t)

where: Fl (0,t) = jF^(0,t')dt‘

If the energy of input pulse are small, then we can be rewritten as :

where: ctk = an [1 -  5 ok e j  ; 5

t pulse are small, then we can be rewritten as

At < l,T )-A ij<0,T ) Ị l» ic . t ( l - lĩ* E t (o.,)jỊ

and a 0= Ơ ntl L.

3.2 G auss  -  fo rm  in p u t p u lses

Gauss-form input pulse is given by [1]:

A(z,T) = a0e k  .

The ratio of output pulse amplitude to input pulse amplitude:

Fig.3 shows the result of the amplitude of output pulse 
depend on the length of the gain medium (the equation 
13). The result of the relative pulse duration and the 
relative intensity of the output pulse in the case of Gauss- 
form are input pulse compared as follow:

4. C onclusion

The output pulse amplitude from gain medium is
proportional to input pulse amplitude.

The output pulse enegy from gain medium
depends on a0 (ie, depends on gain medium with
identical thermo- dynamics state), depend on n°k,
depends on gain medium (ơ11 :cross-section of the gain 
medium, L: length of gain medium).

Because of the complicated dependence of pulse

Fig. 3. The output Gauss-form 
pulse when passing ga in  mediui 

with I.=50 fjm and I.=20fan.

L  fjm a H \,t)iaLQ,t <L>/ 10)

50 1,1968 0,9326
20 1,1437 0.9564
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time on a lot of parameters (special influence of chirp in cavity), because the limitatiol of 
paper, we dont concern that dependence in this paper. However, we can see the pulse 
duration is reduced when pulses traveling through the gain medium.
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